
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of recruiter. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for recruiter

Work with rest of the recruiting team to institutionalize consistent recruiting
hygiene and service levels across all searches
Partner with Human Capital Representatives for each business to optimize
interaction with the client, provide transparency and maximize success
Manage high volume search workload via direct sourcing, employee referrals,
and search agency relationships, ongoing pipelining in and mining of talent
from Taleo
Create project plans for each search to ensure alignment with stakeholders,
confirm interview roles for each search, assist in crafting job descriptions and
ensure key milestones are met, proactively escalating to Head of Recruitment
and ultimately the business
Interview candidates to assess skills and competency, gauge fit within the
culture, and sell the opportunity
Maintain up to date record keeping in Taleo to provide transparency to the
rest of the recruiting team managers, while also ensuring integrity of
reporting data
Back up recruiting team partners on searches so there are multiple points of
default on any given search vacation coverage to ensure consistent delivery
for internal clients
Assess current vendors on an ongoing basis to ensure they have proper
messaging and information to best represent us in the market, track their
success to ensure we optimize our time investment with the right agency
partners
Benchmark compensation data vs the market while aligning with internal
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Analyzing information provided on a prospective employee's
resume/application form, conducts a personal interview

Qualifications for recruiter

Able to develop and implement creative sourcing strategies to identify talent,
utilizing current trends in sourcing technology
Bachelor's in Psychology or Business, ideally with Accounting, Finance, or
Human Resources concentration
Previous client facing experience, ideally in a competitive recruiting
environment
A combination of search and agency recruiting corporate recruiting
Determining the suitability of the applicant for employment
Taking into consideration previous experience, education


